Business Update - Airborne Imaging Scanners DSW 600/700

Dear DSW Customer,

The Leica airborne imaging scanners DSW 600/700 were developed, exclusively build and supported by Leica Geosystems for quite some years meanwhile. And we are very happy that there are still many satisfied users around the world who are working with the scanners till today and want to continue to use them also in the future. This is the reason & motivation for Leica to continue to not only extend the support for these products at least until the end of 2023, but also to continue to offer upgrade possibilities for the DSW600 & 700 models. To save the investment for all of those customers we developed different packages to ensure the usage of these systems also in future:

▪ Attractive upgrades for DSW 600/700 to boost up production including new high res camera systems which run in Windows 10 environment

▪ Maintenance contracts for privileged supply of spare parts

▪ Significant discounts for maintenance contracts when running two or more units

▪ Buy back options for DSW600 & 700’s not used anymore for production – let us know if you are interested to sell your systems back to us.

Please contact your local sales representative or myself for more information. We will be happy to discuss your individual requirements and requests.

Best regards

_Uwe Lange_

Technical Support
Leica Geosystems